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China & Tibet 2014

Access to all areas of Tibet continues to be highly restricted, with a 
turf war between the Tibetan Tourist Board and the Public Security 

Bureau over responsibility for foreigners exacerbating tight ‘national secu-
rity’ controls. All counties in eastern Tibet continued to be completely 
closed to foreigners, other than Tamotsu Nakamura and his team (see 
his article in this volume), as were all border areas east of Shishapangma, 
with the exception of the 8000m summits. Beyond these peaks and some 
regular, guided 6000m hikes, only one new route appears to have been 
climbed in 2014. 

Access to Xinjiang remains possible despite a very major security clamp-
down, both due to and contributing to a general escalation of dissatisfac-
tion and unrest among the Uighur population. One up-side of Beijing’s 
heavy-handed policies for third parties is the official intent, at all costs, to 
maintain an appearance of normalcy and ‘business as usual’. For the China 
Xinjiang Mountaineering Association, however, normal business means 
driving the costs ever higher, and spiralling logistical, permit and Liaison 
Officer prices combined with an extremely unhelpful attitude to anyone 
not applying for a tourist-brochure activity (in essence, a Muztagh Ata 

trek) are keeping activity levels very low. Despite this situation, 2014 did 
see six different teams visit all four of Xinjiang’s major mountain ranges. 

Access to Sichuan appears to have become significantly easier, with 
rather little in the way of official opposition to climbing around Siguniang 
Shan, where the vast majority of activity continues to be concentrated. 
One reason for an overall easing of regulations may be the completion 
of a project to build PAP (People’s Armed Police) Headquarters in every 
village in the western part of the province, and certainly self-immolations 
are no longer making the news. However, teams with permits obtained at 
the national or provincial level may still face local opposition, although 
this has not been tested due to 
recent activities concentrating on 
‘known’ regions. Climbers did not 
help their own cause in the Sigu-
niang area in 2014, with two fatali-
ties very early in the year causing 
an official curfew to be imposed on 
ice-climbers, and two more fatal 
accidents in summer and early 
winter leading to more aggrava-
tion of the authorities. The reac-
tion of said authorities to the final 
accident, which left two bodies 
lying in the open for more than six 
weeks while the issuing of death 
certificates to the grieving parents 
was blocked, suggests that they 
would prefer to wash their hands of 
anything climbing-related; the situ-
ation concerning the bodies and 
the parents was resolved only by 
the persistence and decisive action 
of two visiting foreigners, Marcos 
Costa and Enzo Oddo. 

This report will also contain climbs from 2013 which, due to often slow 
confession rates on the part of activists in the region, went unreported in 
the previous edition of the area notes.

Tibet, Lapche Kang Range 
Gyao Kang (6735m) is one of a number of rounded peaks in this border 

range between Cho Oyu and Menlungtse, and enjoys easy access from the 
village of Tingri on the Friendship Highway. In spring 2012, Paulo Grobel 
(France) made the first known ascent by the west ridge, and in autumn 
2014 he returned with a group of fellow countrymen to climb the east ridge. 
Both all-snow routes are graded PD+ and were completed in a day from a 
high camp. 

Burnag Kangri from the north-west. (Bruce Normand)

Glacier approach below P6184. (Bruce 
Normand)
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Tibet, West Nyanchentanglha and Chomolhari Ranges
Chinese couple Zhou Peng and Li Shuang own a vehicle and enjoy 

access to Tibet of which non-Chinese can only dream. As part of a long 
road trip in 2013, in September they climbed two summits in the West 
Nyanchentanglha Range, directly north of Lhasa. P5955 and P6192 are 
located on the south side of the road and railway, and both were climbed 
by their north-western aspects. Later in the month, and climbing with 
colleagues Yang Bo and Zhang Hao, Zhou and Li made a one-day ski 
ascent, from a drive-in high camp at 5800m, of Chomolhari Kang (7034m).

Tibet, Shishapangma Range
The Shishapangma Range remains accessible to climbers and offers 

some unclimbed and highly technical targets. Two teams in the area in 
autumn 2013 were foiled on their primary objectives by persistently poor 
weather but made notable climbs on acclimatisation peaks. Max Bonniot 
and Sébastien Moatti (France) made the first known ascent of Sursun Ri 
(6535m), finding short sections of mixed climbing to M4 and ice to 70° 
on the north-east ridge. Luka Lindic, Nejc Marcic, Marko Prezelj, Luka 
Strazar and Martin Zumer (Slovenia) climbed a new route on Ice Tooth 
(6200m), finding hard rock followed by easy mixed and snow climbing on 
the east ridge and upper east face. 

Xinjiang, Tien Shan
The Kokshaal Too range of the western Tien Shan is famous for tall 

granite walls, particularly around Kyzyl Asker (5842m) and Pik Byeliy 
(‘Grand Poobah’, 5697m). Teams choosing to avoid the costs and offi-
cialdom of Xinjiang can approach from Kyrgyzstan but cross into Chinese 
territory by the Window Col to reach the bases of their routes. The Russian 
team of Dmitri Golovchenko, Dmitri Grigoriev and Sergei Nilov returned 
this way to a line on the south-south-east face of Kyzyl Asker which they 
started in 2009, completing War and Peace (1350m, ED, 6b, A2, M6) over 
12 days on the wall. The Ecuadorean team of Rafael Caceres, Estoban 
Mena, Nicolas Navarette and Carla Perez did approach from Xinjiang, 
albeit with only hiking permits, and despite poor weather were able to 
climb a 1100m line further to the right on the same face (Sal con Cebolla, 
5.12a, C1, WI5+, M6+). 

The same region also saw significant action in 2013 climbs, with Nicolas 
Favresse, Stephane Hanssens, Sean Villaneuva and Evrard Wendenbaum 
establishing the Belgian Route (1400m, 7b+, M6/7) on the prow of the 
South Pillar of Kyzyl Asker, to the left of the Russian (2007) and War 
and Peace lines. Bas Vischer led a Dutch team to the Great Walls of China 
(5186m), abutting the same glacier, and after some abortive rock-climbing 
efforts by all six team members, he, Vincent Perrin and Bas van der Smeede 
were successful on an alpine ice line to the northern top. Nearby, Mike 
Libecki, Ethan Pringle (both USA) and Liv Sansoz (France) established a 
new alpine rock line (5.12 R) in the valley of Peak Byeliy.

Elsewhere in the Tien 
Shan in 2014, the British 
team of Boris Korzh and 
Sam Thompson was able 
to reach the Xuelian Range 
without undue bureaucratic 
problems but was shut down 
by weather. Elsewhere in 
northern Xinjiang, in 2013 
a large team of foreign rock 
climbers based in eastern 
China was able to renegotiate 
access to the Koktokay valley, 
a region of granite walls close 
to the Mongolian border, and 
to establish a number of new 
rock-climbing routes, prima-
rily in cracks of all sizes.

Xinjiang, Pamir
One of the guided groups 

in the region around Kongur 
and Muztagh Ata was on 
the lookout for something 
new and different. Led by 
Luis Stitzinger and assisted 
by Singi Lama and Chongba 
Sherpa, a team of 14 Austrian and German climbers reached the unclimbed 
summit of Kokodag Dome (7137m).

Xinjiang, Kun Lun
A British team led by John Town made an attempt on Liushen Tag 

(6535m) in the central part of the range, finding extremely dry conditions 
in September and extremely expensive permit arrangements. Although 
unsuccessful on their primary objective, Zaheer Durrani, Gus Morton, 
Stefan Jachmich and Susan Jensen all climbed a local snow peak, P6004.

Xinjiang, Karakoram 
A large international group led by Bruce Normand was able to gain 

access to the upper Shaksgam Valley. Across from the Gasherbrums, the 
Kulchintubulak valley leads to the Kizil Davan (5700m), first crossed in 
2010 by Andrei Lebedev’s extreme-trekking team, and thence to the Zug-
Shaksgam, a region never visited by climbers (Eric Shipton was in explora-
tion mode when he passed through in 1930). From a base camp at 4100m 
on the Kulchintubulak River, the group split up into its separate teams, 
consisting of Rob Duncan, Jesse Mease (both USA) and Normand (UK), 

Jesse Mease during an acclimatisation climb 
on P6184. (Bruce Normand)
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Lukas Brexler, Harald Kirschenhofer, and Christof Nettekoven (Germany) 
and Ales Holc and Peter Meznar (Slovenia), while Dymtro Shapovalov 
(Ukraine) joined both the Anglophone and German teams for different 
climbs. In contrast to the Pakistan side of the range, the Xinjiang side is 
dry and very warm in summer, meaning that all but the largest glaciers stop 
above 4500m. A lack of summer pastures ensures no human traffic and 
thus no trails. River cross-
ings are a primary danger 
and the existence of hori-
zontal limestone bands at 
several places throughout 
the otherwise execrable 
shale makes for some 
very serious slot canyons 
on all the approaches. 
The Anglophones and 
Shapovalov acclimatised 
by exploring the region 
around the Kizil Davan, 
reaching the snowy 
summits of P6184 and 
P5858 on either side of 
the col, but found an ice 
route on the north face 
of Durbin Kangri I to 
be impossible (baked ice 
and friable rock). The 
Germans were active in the same area, climbing P6102 to the west of the 
Kizil Davan with Shapovalov. The Slovenians explored the valley to the 
north and west of Durbin Kangri II, climbing a 6200m snow peak. 

The Germans and Shapovalov then left for home, after Brexler and 
Shapovalov had made an ascent of Kulchintubulak Tower (5290m), 
directly above base camp. Duncan, Mease and Normand spent six days 
trekking to the Zug-Shaksgam and back, but an attempt on Burnag Kangri 
was foiled by a slot canyon on the approach. Holc and Meznar returned 
to their valley for an attempt on Durbin Kangri II, but disappeared and 
were not heard from again. The other three climbers tried various search 
options, again frustrated by high water in all the rivers and canyons, and 
finally were able to get several helicopter overflights by the Chinese mili-
tary, but were unable to find any sign of the missing duo.

Qinghai, Tanggula Shan 
A remote region on the Qinghai side of the range was visited in 2013 

by Singaporeans David Lim and Mohd Rozani bin Maarof, resulting in 
the ascents of two snow peaks, Sangay Ri (6000m) and Longyala West 
(6000m).

Kaimuk Kangri from the west. (Bruce Normand)

P6490 and its neighbours. (Bruce Normand)

Durban Kangri I: Jesse Mease searching in vain for 
climbable ice low on the route. (Bruce Normand)
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Sichuan, Gongkala Shan
Kawarani I (5992m) was 
climbed from the north side 
in winter by Marcos Costa 
(Brazil) and Bruce Normand. 
After a two-day approach from 
the road end, they found the 
north face to be 40-50° snow 
or snow gullies from bottom to 
top and climbed it from their 
forward camp in a day. 

Sichuan, Shaluli Shan 
In the central part of the 

range and close to Xiashe is the 
Jarjinjabo massif, which offers 

a wide selection of alpine rock possibilities on reasonable granite. Teams 
active in the region in summer 2014 included Garrett Bradley, Mike Dobie 
and Christopher Miller (USA), who completed a 10-pitch route on the 
south face of Jabo Tower, and Marcos Costa, Liu Yunqing and Zhou Lei, 
who completed seven new routes of varying lengths, up to a difficulty of 
5.12b. Dobie and Zhou also visited in October 2013 with Andrew Hedesh 

to establish one rock route to 
the summit of one of the many 
local peaks and one snow route 
to the summit of P5550.

Sichuan, Daxue Shan 
To the north of the Minya 

Konka Range lies the isolated 
summit of Yala (5820m), the 
object of many expeditions 
before its first ascent in 2006 
by Malcolm Bass and Pat 
Deavoll. An unknown route is 
believed to have been climbed 
by Christine Boskoff and 
Charlie Fowler, also in 2006 
and directly before their deaths 
on Genyen. Whether or not it 
was by this route, Marcos Costa 
and Bruce Normand made the 
probable third ascent in winter 
2014 by the central couloir on 
the west face, climbing from 
a base camp at the hot springs 
(4100m) to the summit via snow 
and three mixed pitches. They 
bivouacked on the summit ridge 
before descending the following 
day. 

Costa and Normand were 
then joined by Garrett Bradley 
for a visit to the chain of 
unclimbed 6000m peaks forming 
the southern and eastern exten-
sion of Minya Konka. From 
the obvious approach valley to 
the south of P6468 and west of 

Above: The North Face of 
Kawarani I. (Bruce Normand)

Left: Climbing the North Face of 
Kawarani I. (Bruce Normand)

Top right: Approaching the North 
Face of Kawarani I. (Marcos 
Costa)
Below right:View from the south 
of (from left to right) P6684 (Long 
Shan), P6468 (two summits) and 
P6388. (Chu Shan)
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P6410 (Tai Shan, climbed from the eastern side in 1981), they ascended 
grass, mobile talus and dry glacial ice for two days to reach a camp at 
5200m on P6468. A summit attempt the following day was abandoned at 
6000m in high winds, but after moving to a higher camp on a ‘rest’ day 
the team was awarded a break in the winds, accompanied by significant 
clouds and light snow. They climbed the south-south-west ridge on low-
angle ice and high-angle snow to the nearest summit, but found themselves 

on a western peak, 
with the eastern one 
(presumably P6468) 
slightly higher and 
distant by 700m 
of steep, crevassed 
terrain. This was then 
the first ascent of 
P6460. 

Also in the Minya 
Konka Range, but at 
its northern end, is 

the shapely triangle of Little Konka (5928m). Simon Gietl, Vittorio Messini 
and Daniel Tavernini (Italy) climbed it in October 2014 by the north-west 
ridge, finding difficulties up to 60° snow and M5, as well as signs of a 
previous attempt. They then made the first ascent, on snow and rock up to 
UIAA VI-, of a 5860m summit they named Tyrol Shan.

Sichuan, Qionglai Shan
Mountaineering in the Qionglai Range is concentrated in the three adja-

cent valleys of Bipenggou, Changpinggou and Shuangqiaogou. On the 
Bipeng (northern) side, Marcos Costa, Huang Siyuan (Azuo), Liu Yunqin 
(Simone) and Jon Otto made the first ascent of Crown Peak (Huangguan 
Feng, 5515m) in October 2014 by a nine-pitch route of mixed ice and 
granite. They named their line Coronation (550m, TD, AI4, M4/5), climbed 
in two days with one bivouac.

The Changping valley affords access to Siguniang and to the pyramidal 
Pomiu, of which more below, but new-route activity was limited to a 2013 
ascent by Erik Hartz, Neil Kauffman and Felix Parham (USA) of a 5178m 
peak at the northern end of valley, which they named Joey Shan after a late 
friend. Their route involved nine pitches of technical climbing up to 5.9. 

On the Shuangqiaogou side, 2014 started with a first known ascent of 
Lierenfeng (5362m) by Marcos Costa, Yann Delavoux (France) and Liu 
Zhixiong, who soloed different lines on the east face. The striking trian-
gular peak of Abi was given a partial new route, in the form of a mixed 
variant to the left of the south face/south-east ridge line, by Liu Zhixiong. 
Given the prevalence of routes climbed or led by foreigners, it is heart-
ening to report that Goromiti (also Ruyuebaojing, 5609m), on the ridge 

View from the summit ridge of Kawarani I. (Bruce Normand)

Bruce Normand with Minya Konka (left) and Long Shan (right) behind. (Marcos 
Costa)

Marcos Costa on 
the summit ridge of 
Kawarani I.  
(Bruce Normand)
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separating the Shuangqiao and Changping valleys and formerly the highest 
unclimbed peak in the region, was climbed by a small Chinese team in 
winter 2013. Veteran Li Zhongli and newcomers Li Di and Liu Zhixiong 
encountered very low-snow conditions on the south-east ridge, which they 
graded 5.7, M2. 

It is disheartening to report that mountaineering in the region in 2014 
ended on a very low note, with the deaths of Hu Jiaping and Liu Zhix-
iong in an apparent abseiling accident while descending from a climb of 
Siguniang (6250m). Reports differ as to whether they had climbed by the 
direct south-face route Free Spirits (Yan/Zhou 2009) or a variation. Both 
were accomplished sport climbers rather early in their alpine careers. The 
fiasco over their body non-recovery (they had to be placed in a crevasse) 
was noted above. 

Shuangqiaogou is also the undisputed capital of alpine rock climbing in 
China and 2014 saw a plethora of new routes added to the many spires and 
summits. Unfortunately, the post-monsoon season started badly in August 
when veteran climber Wu Peng died in a possibly hypothermia-induced fall 
during a descent from Pomiu (Celestial Peak, 5413m; this climb was the 
probable third ascent of the south-east ridge). In September, Marcos Costa 
and Pat Goodman climbed a 1000m 5.10+ route on the south ridge of P5467, 
directly to the south of Seerdengpu, the dominant peak at the north end of 
the valley. Turning their attention to the many walls of the Daogou side-
valley, they climbed a 300m 5.11 route on the south-west face of P5184 and 

a long route with a 5.11 finish on the south pillar of Daogou East (5462m). 
Also in September and in Daogou, Gu Qizhi and Wu Donghua climbed a 
new 700m route on the Shark’s Fin (5086m) over two days, encountering 
difficulties up to 5.11a and A2 and making a high bivouac. Another group 
exploring the potential of the Daogou valley was Aurélie Didillon, Simon 
Duverney, Elodie Lecomte and Sébastien Ratel (France), who climbed 
P5120, which they named ‘Four Pigs Peak,’ by a 600m east face/north 
ridge route graded 7b, A2. Meanwhile, Jim Donini and Cameron Kern 
(USA) climbed a 
line on the south 
face of P5182 in the 
Changping valley 
with difficulties 
up to 5.10. When 
winter forces him to 
wear gloves, adop-
tive local activist 
Marcos Costa has 
been working on 

East ridge and eastern peak of Yala from the summit. (Bruce Normand) Yala from the north. (Bruce Normand)

Climbers low on the 
SSW ridge of P6460 
with P6468 behind. 
(Garrett Bradley)
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establishing a hard mixed and dry-tooling scene in China, which by the 
end of winter 2014 had resulted in 14 new lines up to M11.  

Several routes were also established in 2013 which went unreported in 
the previous edition. Next to the monolith of Potala Shan, the south-west 
face of Eagle Rock saw new routes from a team of Dong Jinyun, Wang 
Zhiming and Zhao Heng (650m, 5.11a), by Marcos Costa climbing solo 
(650m, 5.10+) and by Keita Kanehara and Kenji Onodera (Japan, 650m, 
5.11). Elsewhere, Dave Anderson (USA) and Yi Szu-Ting (Taiwan), 
climbing with Li Yunching, established a 450m, 5.10- route on the 
southern ridge of Seerdengpu and, with Zheng Chaohui, made the first 
ascent of Dayantianwu (5240m) by a 600m route on the south face which 
they graded 5.10 R/X.

Shaanxi, Qin Mountains 
China’s sages, hermits and holy men have long understood the value 

of steep mountains, although their wisdom does not seem to have been 
passed on to modern local governments and tourism authorities. However, 
the many granite peaks of Hua Shan, the western peak of the ‘Five Great 
Mountains’ which stand as major landmarks in Chinese history as much 
as geography, have recently been open to low-profile climbing activities. 
In July, China’s most experienced hard new route artist, He Chuan, took 
up the challenge of the 600m south face of the South Peak (at 2154m also 
the highest), producing a hard-fought 20-pitch testpiece of wide cracks and 
chimneys (5.10+ R C2+) which he climbed with Zhu Xiaofei. Elsewhere 
in the range, Yang Fan and Ye Yun climbed an 18-pitch route on another 
granitic feature, Qiezi Feng (Aubergine Peak), finding long and varied 
cracks up to 5.12b.

West face of Yala. (Bruce Normand)

In 2013 there were 31 expeditions from foreign countries and 67 Indian 
expeditions to the Indian Himalaya. Though the majority of them aimed 
for the routinely climbed peaks, a few attempted new peaks or routes. 
Unfortunately, many pre-monsoon expeditions to Garhwal and Kumaun 
suffered due to catastrophic heavy rains and their after-effects. Floods 
in the upper reaches of the Kedarnath valley trapped more than 50,000 
pilgrims, and it is reported that at least 15,000 pilgrims died. The area has 
not yet returned to normal. 

A selection of expeditions to new areas, new peaks and routes are below. 

ARUNACHAL PRADESH 

Chaukan Pass (2419m)
The Chaukan pass on the India-Burma border was reached by a team 

from Mumbai, led by Harish Kapadia. Trekking 157km along the muddy 
Miao-Vijaynagar road, they reached the Noa Dihing river. For several 
of the river crossings they had to construct small bridges and cut across 
thick forest. Finally a steep climb led them to the pass, which had not been 

Border pillars at Chaukan pass. (Harish Kapadia)


